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!"342!#4 ! NEGATIVE H FAST IS USUALLY CONSID
ERED TO PRECLUDE THE DIAGNOSIS OF INSULINOMA 4HE 
AIM OF THIS STUDY WAS TO DESCRIBE THE FUNCTIONAL 
AND MORPHOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF TWO EXCEPTIONAL 
PATIENTS WITH AN INSULINOMA WHO HAD EXHIBITED 
PREOPERATIVELY A NEGATIVE H FAST $ESPITE THE 
ABILITY OF TUMOR CELLS TO TURN OFF INSULIN SECRETION 
IN RESPONSE TO LOW PLASMA GLUCOSE DURING  H OF 
FASTING HYPERINSULINEMIC HYPOGLYCEMIA OCCURRED 
IN BOTH PATIENTS IN RESPONSE TO STIMULATION BY CLAS
SICAL SECRETAGOGUES 0REOPERATIVELY BOTH PATIENTS 
UNDERWENT ORAL AND IV GLUCOSE CHALLENGE TESTS AND 
IV GLUCAGON STIMULATION TEST )NSULIN SECRETION WAS 
RAPIDLY STIMULATED BY THESE SECRETAGOGUES TO AN 
EXAGGERATED EXTENT AND THEREBY CAUSED HYPOGLY
CEMIA DUE TO AN INSULIN MASS EFFECT )N CONTRAST TO 
THE COMMON FUNCTIONAL FEATURES DURING SUPPRESSION 
AND STIMULATION TESTS THE TUMORS DIFFERED WIDELY 
WITH REGARD TO INSULIN AND PROINSULIN RESPONSE TO 
CALCIUM  DURING  !363  TESTS  AND  MORPHOLOGICAL 
PROPERTIES )N PATIENT  THE IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL 
PROINSULIN DISTRIBUTION PATTERN RESEMBLED THAT OF 
NORMAL βCELLS IE THE STAINING WAS RESTRICTED TO 
THE PERINUCLEAR AREA INSULIN AND PROINSULIN WERE 
NOT STIMULATED BY CALCIUM DURING THE !363 TEST 
)N PATIENT  THE PROINSULIN STAINING PATTERN WAS 
ABNORMAL IE PROINSULIN WAS ALSO FOUND IN THE PE
RIPHERY OF TUMOR CELLS INSULIN AND PROINSULIN WERE 
STIMULATED BY CALCIUM 7E CONCLUDE THAT NORMAL OR 
EXAGGERATED RATHER THAN DEFECTIVE GLUCOSE SENSING 
MAY EXPLAIN HYPOGLYCEMIA IN THESE EXCEPTIONAL IN
SULINOMA PATIENTS $IFFERENT FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIS
TICS OF THESE TUMORS CAN BE CORRELATED WITH DISTINCT 
MORPHOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
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(YPOGLYCEMIA IN THE FASTING STATE IS THE CLASSICAL CLINI
CAL MANIFESTATION OF PATIENTS WITH INSULINOMA BECAUSE 
INSULIN SECRETION CANNOT BE APPROPRIATELY AND RELIABLY 
DOWNREGULATED IN RESPONSE TO LOW BLOOD GLUCOSE BY 
TUMOR CELLS 	 )T IS WELL KNOWN THAT HYPOGLYCEMIA IN 
SOME PATIENTS WITH INSULINOMA MAY OCCUR IN THE FASTING 
AS WELL AS IN THE POSTPRANDIAL PERIOD 	 (OWEVER THE 
FINDINGS OF HYPOGLYCEMIA OCCURRING EXCLUSIVELY IN THE 
POSTPRANDIAL PERIOD AND A DOCUMENTED NEGATIVE H 
FAST IN PATIENTS WITH INSULINOMAS ARE EXTREMELY UNCOM
MON 4O THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE ONLY  PATIENTS WITH 
A DOCUMENTED NEGATIVE H FAST HAVE BEEN REPORTED 
IN THE LITERATURE 	 )N A SERIES OF  PATIENTS WITH IN
SULINOMA WHO UNDERWENT A SUPERVISED FAST AT THE -AYO 
#LINIC BETWEEN  AND  TWO PATIENTS WERE OB
SERVED TO HAVE A NEGATIVE H FAST 	 4HEREFORE A 
NEGATIVE H FAST IS OFTEN CONSIDERED TO PRECLUDE THE 
DIAGNOSIS OF AN INSULINOMA 
/VER THE LAST  YR WE OBSERVED TWO PATIENTS WITH HIS
TOLOGICALLY CONFIRMED INSULINOMAS WHO FASTED WITHOUT 
EXPERIENCING HYPOGLYCEMIA FOR  H 4HUS TUMOR CELLS 
OF THESE PATIENTS PRESERVED CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES RE
SEMBLING NORMAL βCELLS IE THE ABILITY TO DOWNREGULATE 
INSULIN SECRETION IN RESPONSE TO LOW BLOOD GLUCOSE .EV
ERTHELESS INSULINMEDIATED HYPOGLYCEMIA OCCURRED IN 
BOTH PATIENTS FOLLOWING STIMULATION WITH DIFFERENT SECRE
TAGOGUES 4HUS THE ABILITY TO SUPPRESS INSULIN SECRETION 
IN RESPONSE TO LOW PLASMA GLUCOSE CONCENTRATIONS DID 
NOT PREVENT THESE PATIENTS FROM SUFFERING FROM HYPERIN
SULINEMIC HYPOGLYCEMIA 7E FELT THAT THE MECHANISM OF 
HYPOGLYCEMIA IN THESE EXCEPTIONAL INSULINOMA PATIENTS 
WOULD BE WORTHY OF FURTHER STUDY
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0ATIENTS
"OTH PATIENTS WERE HOSPITALIZED FOR THE EVALUATION OF HYPOGLYC
EMIC DISORDERS AND GAVE INFORMED CONSENT FOR FURTHER INVESTIGA
TION OF THEIR CONDITIONS )N BOTH PATIENTS KIDNEY AND LIVER FUNCTION 
TESTS WERE NORMAL AND INSULIN ANTIBODIES WERE NOT DETECTABLE 
0ATIENT  !N YROLD WOMAN WAS ADMITTED FOR EVALUATION OF A 
SUSPECTED HYPOGLYCEMIC DISORDER WHEN A GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION OF 
 MMOLL WAS MEASURED AFTER SHE CAUSED A CAR ACCIDENT 4HIS EPI
SODE OCCURRED  H AFTER LUNCH 3HE COMPLAINED OF SEVERAL EPISODES 
OF UNCONSCIOUSNESS DISORIENTATION AND FALLS DURING THE PRECEDING 
FIVE YR 2ETROSPECTIVELY THESE EPISODES COULD BE ASSIGNED TO RECUR
RENT HYPOGLYCEMIC EVENTS $URING THE EVALUATION NO HYPOGLYCEMIC 
SYMPTOMS COULD BE PROVOKED THROUGHOUT THE SUPERVISED H FAST 
(OWEVER HYPOGLYCEMIA COULD BE PROVOKED BY ORAL AND IV GLUCOSE 
ADMINISTRATION INDICATING EXCLUSIVELY REACTIVE HYPOGLYCEMIA IN THIS 
PATIENT ! SELECTIVE ARTERIAL CALCIUM STIMULATION AND HEPATIC VENOUS 
SAMPLING !363	 TEST WAS NEGATIVE BUT A COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY #4	 
SCAN DISCLOSED A PANCREATIC TUMOR OF  CM IN DIAMETER IN THE BODY 
OF THE PANCREAS 4HIS TUMOR WAS POSITIVE BY OCTREOTIDE SCINTIGRAPHY 
IE 33RECEPTOR POSITIVE	 AND COULD BE LAPAROSCOPICALLY REMOVED 
BY ENUCLEATION 4HE HISTOLOGICAL FINDINGS REVEALED AN INSULINOMA 
DISPLAYING DENSELY PACKED  RELATIVELY  UNIFORM  TUMOR  CELLS WITH 
STRONG IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STAINING FOR INSULIN 0OSTOPERATIVELY 
PERFORMED ORAL AND IV GLUCOSE CHALLENGE TESTS PROVOKED NO MORE 
HYPOGLYCEMIA !FTER  YR FOLLOWUP NO HYPOGLYCEMIC EPISODES 
REOCCURRED 0ARTS OF THE RESULTS OF THIS CASE STUDY WERE PUBLISHED 
PREVIOUSLY 	
0ATIENT  ! YROLD MAN COMPLAINED OF RECURRENT HYPOGLYCEMIC 
EPISODES FOR MORE THAN TEN YR (E NOTICED DIAPHORESIS DIZZINESS AND 
BLURRED VISION DURING THESE EPISODES WHICH OCCURRED EXCLUSIVELY IN 
THE POSTPRANDIAL PERIOD 4WO EPISODES WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
REQUIRED MEDICAL ASSISTANCE DUE TO INABILITY TO INGEST FOOD ! PRO
LONGED FAST WAS PERFORMED TWICE BUT NO HYPOGLYCEMIC SYMPTOMS 
OCCURRED DURING  H OF FASTING (OWEVER HYPOGLYCEMIA WAS DEM
ONSTRATED FOLLOWING ORAL AND IV GLUCOSE ADMINISTRATION ! TUMOR IN THE 
HEAD OF THE PANCREAS WAS DETECTED BY MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING 
4HIS TUMOR WAS NEGATIVE BY OCTREOTIDE SCINTIGRAPHY $URING !363 
PLASMA INSULIN LEVELS IN THE HEPATIC VEIN INCREASED FOLD AFTER 
CALCIUM INJECTION INTO THE GASTRODUODENAL ARTERY CONFIRMING THAT 
THE TUMOR WAS INSULIN SECRETING 4HE PATIENT WAS REFERRED TO SURGERY 
AND A TUMOR OF  CM IN DIAMETER IN THE HEAD OF THE PANCREAS WAS 
REMOVED 4HE HISTOLOGICAL FINDINGS REVEALED AN INSULINOMA ! POST
OPERATIVELY PERFORMED IV GLUCOSE CHALLENGE TEST DID NOT PROVOKE 
FURTHER HYPOGLYCEMIA !FTER  MONTHS FOLLOWUP NO HYPOGLYCEMIC 
EPISODES REOCCURRED 
0ROLONGED FAST
"OTH PATIENTS WERE HOSPITALIZED FOR SUPERVISED H FASTS 4IMED 
COLLECTION OF BLOOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF VENOUS PLASMA GLU
COSE INSULIN AND #PEPTIDE WAS PERFORMED IN TOH INTERVALS 
4HE CRITERION TO END THE FAST BEFORE  H WAS THE OCCURRENCE OF 
NEUROGLYCOPENIC SYMPTOMS AS DESCRIBED PREVIOUSLY 	
/RAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST /'44	 
!FTER AN OVERNIGHT FAST  G GLUCOSE DISSOLVED IN  DL WATER WERE 
INGESTED WITHIN  MIN "LOOD SAMPLES FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
PLASMA GLUCOSE #PEPTIDE INSULIN AND PROINSULIN CONCENTRATIONS 
WERE COLLECTED FROM BOTH PATIENTS BEFORE T	 AND AT    
AND  MIN AFTER THE ADMINISTRATION OF GLUCOSE 
)V GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST )6'44	
!FTER AN OVERNIGHT FAST  G GLUCOSE PER KILOGRAM BODY WEIGHT IN A 
 GLUCOSE SOLUTION WERE INJECTED IV OVER  SEC 0LASMA GLUCOSE 
#PEPTIDE INSULIN AND PROINSULIN CONCENTRATIONS WERE DETERMINED 
IN THE BLOOD SAMPLES OBTAINED BEFORE T	 AND AT      
AND  MIN AFTER THE GLUCOSE INJECTION
'LUCAGON STIMULATION TEST
)N THE FASTING STATE  MG GLUCAGON WAS INJECTED IV 0LASMA GLU
COSE #PEPTIDE INSULIN AND PROINSULIN WERE DETERMINED IN THE 
BLOOD SAMPLES COLLECTED BEFORE T	 AND AT   AND  MIN 
AFTER THE GLUCAGON INJECTION 
!363
4HE PROCEDURE WAS PERFORMED AS PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED 	 ! SAMPLING 
CATHETER WAS PLACED TRANSFEMORALLY IN THE RIGHT HEPATIC VEIN CLOSE TO ITS 
JUNCTION WITH THE INFERIOR VENA CAVA !FTER FULL STANDARD ANGIOGRAPHY THE 
PROPER HEPATIC THE GASTRODUODENAL THE SPLENIC AND THE SUPERIOR ME
SENTERIC ARTERIES WERE CATHETERIZED )N EACH ARTERY CALCIUM GLUCONATE 
 MILLIEQUIVALENTS #A PER KG BODY WEIGHT	 WAS INJECTED "LOOD 
WAS SAMPLED FROM THE RIGHT HEPATIC VEIN BEFORE T	 AND AT   AND 
 SEC AFTER THE INTRAARTERIAL INJECTION OF CALCIUM ! MORE THAN FOLD 
RISE IN INSULIN LEVELS WITHIN  SEC AFTER INJECTION OF CALCIUM INDICATES 
THE LOCALISATION OF AN INSULINSECRETING TUMOR IN THE VASCULAR TERRITORY OF 
THE ARTERY STIMULATED IN CONTRAST TO NO RESPONSE FROM NORMAL βCELLS	 
0LASMA PROINSULIN WAS DETERMINED IN THE SAMPLES OBTAINED FOLLOWING 
CALCIUM STIMULATION IN THE ARTERY SUPPLYING THE TUMOR INDICATED BY THE 
MAXIMUM INCREASE IN INSULIN CONCENTRATIONS	 AND A CONTROL ARTERY NO IN
CREASE IN INSULIN CONCENTRATIONS	 &ROM EACH ARTERY THE BASELINE SAMPLE 
AND THE SAMPLE WITH THE HIGHEST PLASMA INSULIN VALUE FOLLOWING CALCIUM 
INJECTION WAS SELECTED FOR THE ADDITIONAL DETERMINATION OF PROINSULIN )N 
PATIENT  THE ARTERY SUPPLYING THE TUMOR WAS DEFINED RETROSPECTIVELY 
FROM THE LOCALIZATION OF THE INSULINOMA BY #4 
!SSAYS
6ENOUS BLOOD SAMPLES WERE DRAWN INTO TUBES CONTAINING SO
DIUM FLUORIDE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF PLASMA GLUCOSE WHICH WAS 
MEASURED BY THE GLUCOSE OXIDASE TECHNIQUE "ECKMAN !NALYZER 
"ECKMAN &ULLERTON #! 53!	 0ARALLEL SAMPLES WERE ALLOWED TO 
CLOT CENTRIFUGED AND SERA REMOVED FOR DETERMINATION OF βCELL 
PEPTIDES )NSULIN CONCENTRATIONS WERE DETERMINED BY A HIGHLY SPE
CIFIC TWOSITE ENZYMELINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAY $!+/ ,TD 
#AMBRIDGESHIRE 5+	 #ROSSREACTIVITY OF THIS ASSAY WAS  FOR 
HUMAN PROINSULIN AND  FOR HUMAN #PEPTIDE )NSULIN CONCENTRA
TIONS IN SAMPLES OBTAINED DURING THE !363 TEST AND THE PROLONGED 
FAST IN PATIENT  WERE DETERMINED WITH A SOLIDPHASE RADIOIMMU
NOASSAY #)3 "IO INTERNATIONAL /RIS )NDUSTRIES 'IF3UR9VETTE 
&RANCE	 WITH A CROSSREACTIVITY OF  FOR PROINSULIN AND  FOR 
#PEPTIDE #PEPTIDE WAS DETERMINED BY A SOLIDPHASE CHEMI
LUMINESCENT ENZYME IMMUNOASSAY )MMULITE #PEPTIDE $0# 
,OS !NGELES #! 53!	 0ROINSULIN WAS MEASURED BY A TWOSITE EN
ZYME LINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAY $!+/ ,TD #AMBRIDGESHIRE 
5+	 4HE REPORTED REFERENCE INTERVAL IN HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS IS  TO 
 PMOLL -EASUREMENT OF βHYDROXYBUTYRATE WAS PERFORMED BY A 
ENZYMATIC METHOD AS DESCRIBED PREVIOUSLY 	
0ATHOLOGY
4UMOR TISSUE WAS FIXED IN  PHOSPHATEBUFFERED FORMALIN AND 
EMBEDDED IN PARAFFIN ACCORDING TO STANDARD PROTOCOLS "OTH INSULI
NOMAS WERE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE 7ORLD (EALTH /RGANIZATION 
 )NSULINOMAS WITH A NEGATIVE FAST

7(/	 CLASSIFICATION )MMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY WAS PERFORMED ON  
«M SECTIONS MOUNTED ON 3UPERFROST PLUS SLIDES &ISHER 3CIENTIFIC 
0ITTSBURGH 53!	 AS DESCRIBED 	 )N SHORT THE SECTIONS WERE DE
PARAFFINISED AND REHYDRATED BY PASSING THROUGH XYLENE AND A GRADED 
SERIES OF ETHANOL !NTIGEN RETRIEVAL WAS PERFORMED FOR  MIN AT  # 
IN  - SODIUM CITRATE BUFFER P( 	 IN A MICROWAVE OVEN !FTER 
PRETREATMENT IN  HYDROGEN PEROXIDE FOR  MIN AND CONDITION
ING WITH   NORMAL HORSE SERUM FOR ANOTHER  MIN THE SECTIONS 
WERE INCUBATED FOR  H AT ROOM TEMPERATURE WITH A  DILUTION 
OF THE ANTIPROINSULIN ANTIBODY CLONE ' .OVACASTRA ,ABORATORIES 
.EWCASTLE 5+	 IN 4"3 CONTAINING  NONFAT DRY MILK 4HE SECTIONS 
WERE THEN WASHED IN 4"3 AND INCUBATED WITH BIOTINYLATED HORSE 
ANTIMOUSE )G' FOLLOWED BY AVIDINPEROXIDASE CONJUGATE USING THE 
6ECTASTAIN !"# ELITE KIT 6ECTOR ,ABORATORIES "URLINGAME #! 53!	 
4HE CHROMOGENIC REACTION WAS CARRIED OUT USING  DIAMINOBENZI
DINE FOLLOWED BY NICKELCOBALT AMPLIFICATION .UCLEAR &AST 2ED 2OW
LEY "IOCHEMICAL $ANVERS -!	 WAS USED FOR COUNTERSTAINING
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0ROLONGED FAST
"OTH PATIENTS FASTED WITHOUT THE APPEARANCE OF HY
POGLYCEMIC SYMPTOMS FOR  H ,ABORATORY RESULTS OF 
THE FAST ARE SUMMARISED IN 4ABLE  0LASMA GLUCOSE AT 
THE TERMINATION OF THE FAST WAS  MMOLL IN PATIENT 
 AND  MMOLL IN CASE  )N BOTH PATIENTS INSULIN 
AND #PEPTIDE LEVELS WERE ADEQUATELY LOWERED IN RE
SPONSE TO FALLING PLASMA GLUCOSE VALUES )N BOTH PA
TIENTS THE APPEARANCE OF KETONURIA  +ETOSTIX®	 
WAS DOCUMENTED 3UPPRESSION OF INSULIN SECRETION 
DURING THE FAST WAS ALSO REFLECTED BY AN APPROPRIATE 
INCREASE IN βHYDROXYBUTYRATE TO  «MOLL IN CASE 
 REFERENCE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITHOUT HYPERINSULINAE
MIA AT THE END OF THE PROLONGED FAST IS GREATER THAN 
 «MOLL	 
/'44
4HE /'44 RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN &IGURE  LEFT PANELS	 )N 
BOTH PATIENTS NEUROGLYCOPENIC SYMPTOMS OCCURRED 
FOLLOWING ORAL GLUCOSE ADMINISTRATION 0ATIENT  WAS 
DISORIENTED AND PERSPIRING  MIN AFTER GLUCOSE INGES
TION AT A PLASMA GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION OF  MMOLL 
CONCOMITANT  INSULIN  CONCENTRATION    PMOLL	 
)N CASE  PLASMA GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION FELL TO  
MMOLL  MIN AFTER THE GLUCOSE LOAD CONCOMITANT 
INSULIN CONCENTRATION  PMOLL	 !T THIS TIME CONFU
SION DISORIENTATION AND TACHYCARDIA WERE NOTED BUT 
THE PATIENT RECOVERED PROMPTLY FOLLOWING ORAL GLUCOSE 
ADMINISTRATION )NSULIN SECRETION WAS STIMULATED IN 
BOTH PATIENTS TO AN EXAGGERATED EXTENT )NSULIN LEVELS 
ROSE FROM  AND  PMOLL AT BASELINE TO  AND 
 PMOLL RESPECTIVELY WITHIN  MIN FOLLOWING THE 
ORAL GLUCOSE INTAKE MEAN INSULIN CONCENTRATION WAS 
 PMOLL IN  HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS AND  PMOLL 
IN  INSULINOMA PATIENTS	 .INETY MIN AFTER THE GLUCOSE 
CHALLENGE PLASMA GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION WAS  
MMOLL IN BOTH PATIENTS !T THIS GLUCOSE VALUE INSU
LIN CONCENTRATIONS WERE  PMOLL AND  PMOLL 
IN CASE  AND  RESPECTIVELY 7HEREAS PATIENT  RE
COVERED FROM HYPOGLYCEMIA SPONTANEOUSLY PLASMA 
GLUCOSE DECREASED FURTHER TO  MMOLL IN PATIENT  
0ROINSULIN CONCENTRATIONS INCREASED FROM  PMOLL AT 
BASELINE TO A MAXIMUM OF  PMOLL  MIN AFTER THE 
GLUCOSE INGESTION IN CASE  AND FROM  PMOLL TO  
PMOLL IN CASE 
)6'44
2ESULTS OF THE )6'44 ARE SHOWN IN &IGURE  MIDDLE PAN
ELS	 .EUROGLYCOPENIC SYMPTOMS OCCURRED IN PATIENT  
 MIN AFTER IV GLUCOSE INJECTION AT A VENOUS PLASMA GLU
COSE CONCENTRATION OF  MMOLL CONCOMITANT INSULIN 
CONCENTRATION  PMOLL	 WHEREAS PATIENT  BECAME 
NEUROGLYCOPENIC WHEN PLASMA GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION 
WAS  MMOLL  CONCOMITANT  INSULIN  CONCENTRATION 
 PMOLL	 WITHIN  MIN FOLLOWING GLUCOSE INJECTION 
)N BOTH PATIENTS IV GLUCOSE ADMINISTRATION WAS FOLLOWED 
4ABLE   0LASMA GLUCOSE INSULIN #PEPTIDE βHYDROXYBUTYRATE CONCENTRATIONS AND URINE +ETOSTIX® DURING THE SUPERVISED H FAST IN TWO 
PATIENTS WITH INSULINOMA WITHOUT HYPOGLYCEMIC SYMPTOMS DURING THESE TESTS NDNOT DONE	 
"ASELINE   H  H  H
0ATIENT  YROLD WOMAN "-)  KGM	
0LASMA GLUCOSE MMOLL	    
)NSULIN PMOLL	 ND   
#PEPTIDE PMOLL	    
5RINE +ETOSTIX®    
βHYDROXYBUTYRATE «MOLL	    
0ATIENT  YROLD MAN "-)  KGM	
0LASMA GLUCOSE MMOLL	    
)NSULIN PMOLL	    
#PEPTIDE PMOLL	    
5RINE +ETOSTIX®    
βHYDROXYBUTYRATE «MOLL	    ND
"-) BODY MASS INDEX

0 7IESLI # 3CHMID ! 0ERREN ET AL
BY A RAPID AND MARKED STIMULATION OF INSULIN SECRETION 
-AXIMUM INSULIN CONCENTRATION IN PATIENT  WAS  
PMOLL  MIN AFTER THE GLUCOSE INJECTION AND  
PMOLL IN PATIENT   MIN AFTER THE GLUCOSE ADMINISTRA
/'44 )6'44 'LUCAGON STIMULATION TEST
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&IGURE   3TIMULATION TESTS /RAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST /'44	 LEFT PANELS	 IV GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST )6'44	 MIDDLE PANELS	 AND GLU
CAGON STIMULATION TEST RIGHT PANELS	 IN PATIENT  CONTINUOUS LINE	 AND PATIENT  DOTTED LINE	 6ENOUS PLASMA GLUCOSE INSULIN #PEPTIDE 
AND PROINSULIN CONCENTRATIONS ARE SHOWN AFTER ORAL INGESTION OF  G GLUCOSE IV INJECTION OF  G GLUCOSE PER KG BODY WEIGHT AND AFTER 
INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF  MG GLUCAGON AT TIME hv
 )NSULINOMAS WITH A NEGATIVE FAST

TION POSTOPERATIVELY MAXIMUM INSULIN CONCENTRATIONS 
WERE  AND  PMOLL  RESPECTIVELY	 0ROINSULIN 
CONCENTRATION WAS HIGHER IN PATIENT  THAN IN PATIENT  
BASELINE  VS  PMOLL AND MAXIMUM LEVEL AFTER ORAL 
GLUCOSE  VS  PMOLL RESPECTIVELY	
'LUCAGON STIMULATION TEST
4HE  RESULTS  OF  THE  GLUCAGON  STIMULATION  TEST  ARE 
SHOWN IN &IGURE  RIGHT PANELS	 )V ADMINISTRATION OF 
 MG GLUCAGON ELICITED HYPOGLYCEMIA IN BOTH PATIENTS 
4HE TESTS WERE STOPPED AT PLASMA GLUCOSE CONCENTRA
TIONS OF  MMOLL  MIN AFTER THE GLUCAGON INJECTION 
IN PATIENT  AND AT PLASMA GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION OF 
 MMOLL   MIN AFTER  THE GLUCAGON ADMINISTRA
TION IN PATIENT  RESPECTIVELY "OTH NEUROGLYCOPENIC 
AND ADRENERGIC SYMPTOMS WERE NOTED #ONCOMITANT 
INSULIN CONCENTRATIONS WERE  AND  PMOLL 
RESPECTIVELY )N CONTRAST TO THE ORAL AND IV GLUCOSE CHAL
LENGE TESTS THE GLUCAGONINDUCED INCREASE IN INSULIN 
CONCENTRATION WAS HIGHER IN PATIENT  THAN IN PATIENT  
INCREASE FROM  PMOLL AT BASELINE TO A MAXIMUM OF 
 PMOLL IN PATIENT  AND FROM  PMOLL TO A PEAK 
CONCENTRATION OF  PMOLL IN PATIENT  POSTOP
ERATIVELY PEAK INSULIN CONCENTRATION WAS  PMOLL IN 
PATIENT 	 0ROINSULIN INCREASED TO  PMOLL IN PATIENT 
 COMPARED TO  PMOLL IN PATIENT  
!363
)N PATIENT  THE !363 TEST WAS FALSELY NEGATIVE IE 
THERE WAS NO INCREASE IN HEPATIC VENOUS PLASMA INSULIN 
AFTER INTRAARTERIAL CALCIUM STIMULATION &IG  !	 )N 
PATIENT  A FOLD INCREASE IN INSULIN CONCENTRATION 
AFTER CALCIUM INJECTION INTO THE GASTRODUODENAL ARTERY 
'$!	 INDICATED AN INSULINOMA SUPPLIED BY THE '$! 
&IG  !	 )N ADDITION A FOLD CALCIUMINDUCED IN
CREASE IN PROINSULIN WAS OBSERVED .O INCREASE IN INSU
LIN AND PROINSULIN WAS FOUND AFTER CALCIUM STIMULATION OF 
THE CONTROL ARTERIES IN BOTH PATIENTS 
0ATHOLOGY
4HE NEOPLASM OF PATIENT  SHOWED THE CLASSICAL HIS
TOLOGY OF WELL DIFFERENTIATED PANCREATIC ENDOCRINE 
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&IGURE   &UNCTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL FIND
INGS 2ESULTS OF SELECTIVE ARTERIAL CALCIUM 
STIMULATION TESTS AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMI
CAL  FINDINGS  IN  PATIENT    !#	  AND 
PATIENT  !#	 .O INCREASE IN PLASMA 
INSULIN AND PROINSULIN CONCENTRATIONS AFTER 
CALCIUM INJECTION INTO THE ARTERY SUPPLYING 
THE TUMOR AND CONTROL ARTERY WAS OBSERVED 
IN PATIENT  !	 0ROINSULIN STAINING WAS 
RESTRICTED  TO  THE  PERINUCLEAR  AREA  IN 
PATIENT  " AND #	 4HERE WAS A 
FOLD INCREASE IN PLASMA INSULIN AND FOLD 
INCREASE IN PROINSULIN AFTER CALCIUM INJEC
TION INTO THE ARTERY SUPPLYING THE TUMOR IN 
PATIENT  AND NO INCREASE IN INSULIN AND 
PROINSULIN AFTER CALCIUM STIMULATION INTO 
THE CONTROL ARTERY !	 0ROINSULIN STAINING 
WAS PRESENT IN THE PERIPHERY OF THE TUMOR 
CELLS IN PATIENT  " AND #	 

0 7IESLI # 3CHMID ! 0ERREN ET AL
TUMORS WITH TRABECULAR AND PSEUDOACINAR GROWTH 
PATTERNS "ECAUSE OF THE FOCAL ANGIOINVASION THE 
TUMOR WAS CLASSIFIED AS WELL DIFFERENTIATED PANCREATIC 
ENDOCRINE TUMOR WITH UNCERTAIN CLINICAL BEHAVIOR 
4HE -)" PROLIFERATION  INDEX OF  WAS NOT EL
EVATED 4HE TUMOR OF PATIENT  WAS PREDOMINANTLY 
TRABECULAR WITH SMALL SOLID AREAS "OTH TUMORS WERE 
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICALLY  POSITIVE  FOR  INSULIN  IN  ALL 
TUMOR CELLS 2EACTIONS FOR GLUCAGON 33 GASTRIN VA
SOACTIVE INTESTINAL PEPTIDE PANCREATIC POLYPEPTIDE 
SEROTONIN AND SUBSTANCE 0 WERE ALL NEGATIVE !S IN 
NONNEOPLASTIC βCELLS THE MAIN PROINSULIN DISTRIBU
TION PATTERN IN BOTH TUMORS WAS A PERINUCLEAR POLAR 
STAINING CORRESPONDING TO A LOCALIZATION IN THE 'OLGI 
APPARATUS 	 7HILE THE STAINING WAS HOMOGENE
OUS THROUGHOUT THE TUMOR OF PATIENT  &IG  " AND 
#	 THE SMALL SOLID AREAS OF TUMOR  SHOWED FOCALLY A 
DIFFUSE CYTOPLASMATIC STAINING &IG  " AND #	
$)3#533)/.
4HE PRESENT REPORT REPRESENTS THE FIRST DETAILED FUNC
TIONAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF TWO PATIENTS 
WITH HISTOLOGICALLY CONFIRMED INSULINOMAS WHO FASTED 
WITHOUT THE OCCURRENCE OF HYPOGLYCEMIC SYMPTOMS 
FOR  H )NSULIN SECRETION WAS ADEQUATELY SUPPRESSED 
DURING THE FAST IN BOTH PATIENTS .EVERTHELESS HY
POGLYCEMIA DUE TO INAPPROPRIATELY ELEVATED INSULIN 
CONCENTRATIONS OCCURRED FOLLOWING ADMINISTRATION OF 
CLASSICAL SECRETAGOGUES )V GLUCOSE AND GLUCAGON 
ADMINISTRATION RESULTED IN EXCESSIVE INCREASES IN IN
SULIN CONCENTRATIONS UP TO  AND  PMOLL 
RESPECTIVELY !T SUCH INSULIN CONCENTRATIONS HEPATIC 
AND PERIPHERAL  INSULIN  EXTRACTION  IS  LIMITED  SINCE 
INSULIN CLEARANCE BY INSULIN RECEPTORS AND POSSIBLY 
ALSO BY OTHER MECHANISMS IS OVERSATURATED AND THE 
HALFLIFE OF INSULIN MAY THEREFORE INCREASE 4HIS CAN BE 
DERIVED FROM &IGURE  ILLUSTRATING THAT AT PEAK INSULIN 
CONCENTRATIONS THE HALFLIFE OF INSULIN APPEARED TO BE 
MARKEDLY PROLONGED FAR EXCEEDING  MIN	 WHEREAS 
#PEPTIDE CONCENTRATION DECREASED ACCORDING TO 
ITS EXPECTED HALFLIFE OF AROUND  MIN #ONSIDERING 
THE )6'44 #PEPTIDE AS A MARKER REFLECTING INSULIN 
SECRETION REACHED ITS MAXIMUM LEVEL WITHIN  TO 
 MIN FOLLOWING GLUCOSE INJECTION AND DECREASED 
THEREAFTER ACCORDING TO ITS HALFLIFE 4HIS SUGGESTS 
THAT TUMOR CELLS HAD DEPLETED THEIR INSULINSTORING 
VESICLES WITHIN  TO  MIN AFTER GLUCOSE INJECTION 
AND INSULIN SECRETION DECLINED DESPITE PLASMA GLU
COSE VALUES ABOVE THE NORMAL RANGE IE DURING THE 
MIN PRECEDING HYPOGLYCEMIA 4HUS EXCESSIVELY HIGH 
INSULIN CONCENTRATIONS MAY EXPLAIN THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF HYPOGLYCEMIA IN THESE PATIENTS )NSULIN CLEARANCE 
RATES OF INSULIN AND #PEPTIDE HAVE BEEN REPORTED TO 
BE NORMAL IN PATIENTS WITH INSULINOMA (OWEVER THIS 
MAY NOT ALWAYS BE TRUE PARTICULARLY FOR INSULINOMAS 
SECRETING EXCESSIVE AMOUNTS OF INSULIN WHICH RESULT 
AS EXPECTED IN DECREASED INSULIN CLEARANCE
"ECAUSE  THE  TUMOR CELLS OF  THESE  TWO PATIENTS 
SHARED FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES WITH NORMAL βCELLS 
IE THE ABILITY TO DOWN REGULATE INSULIN SECRETION 
IN RESPONSE TO LOW AMBIENT GLUCOSE LEVELS	 WE 
WONDERED WHETHER THE TUMORS WOULD ALSO DEMON
STRATE CHARACTERISTIC STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF NORMAL 
βCELLS )N NORMAL βCELLS PROINSULIN IMMUNOLABEL
LING IS RESTRICTED TO THE PERINUCLEAR REGION IE TO 
THE 'OLGI APPARATUS AND THE ASSOCIATED IMMATURE 
GRANULES !S SHOWN IN &IGURE  THE STAINING PAT
TERN OF PROINSULIN IN THE TUMOR OF PATIENT  WAS 
SIMILAR TO THAT OF NORMAL βCELLS IE PREDOMINANT
LY IN THE PERINUCLEAR 'OLGI AREA &IG  " AND 
#	 4HESE FINDINGS FIT WITH THE FUNCTIONAL DATA OF 
PATIENT  IE THE TUMOR CELLS SIMILAR TO NORMAL 
βCELLS	 WERE UNRESPONSIVE TO CALCIUM ADMINISTRA
TION DURING THE !363 TEST &IG  !	 !MONG  
PATIENTS WITH HYPOGLYCEMIC DISORDERS UNDERGO
ING !363 AT OUR HOSPITAL PATIENT  WAS THE ONLY 
ONE WITH A FALSE NEGATIVE !363 TEST )N PATIENT  
THE IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF 
PROINSULIN WAS FOCALLY CLEARLY DIFFERENT FROM NOR
MAL βCELLS IE PROINSULIN STAINING WAS FOUND IN 
THE WHOLE CYTOPLASM EXTENDING TO THE PERIPHERY 
OF THE TUMOR CELLS INDICATING THAT MATURE SECRE
TORY GRANULES CONTAINED PROINSULIN &IG  " AND 
#	 4HE FOCALLY ABNORMAL PROINSULIN DISTRIBUTION 
PATTERN OBSERVED IN PATIENT  IS CONSISTENT WITH 
THE INCREASE IN PROINSULIN FOLLOWING CALCIUM AD
MINISTRATION DURING  THE !363  TEST  &IG  !	 
!PPARENTLY  CALCIUM  STIMULATED  EXOCYTOSIS  OF 
VESICLES CONTAINING BOTH INSULIN AND PROINSULIN 
4HE TUMOR OF PATIENT  WAS HIGHLY SENSITIVE TO AN 
ACUTE INCREASE IN EXTRACELLULAR CALCIUM RESULTING IN 
A FOLD INCREASE IN INSULIN CONCENTRATION REP
RESENTING THE MOST PRONOUNCED INCREASE AMONG 
ALL PATIENTS WITH HYPOGLYCEMIC DISORDERS UNDER
GOING !363 AT OUR HOSPITAL !S SHOWN IN &IGURE 
 THE TUMOR OF PATIENT  TUMOR SIZE  MM	 WAS 
MORE RESPONSIVE TO GLUCOSE RESULTING IN HIGHER 
INSULIN CONCENTRATIONS AFTER ORAL AND INTRAVENOUS 
GLUCOSE ADMINISTRATION WHEN COMPARED TO PATIENT 
 TUMOR SIZE  MM	 )N CONTRAST THE SMALLER TU
MOR OF PATIENT  SEEMED TO BE MORE RESPONSIVE TO 
GLUCAGON .EVERTHELESS THE INCREASE IN PROINSULIN 
WAS MORE PRONOUNCED IN PATIENT  AS COMPARED 
TO PATIENT  DURING THE GLUCOSE CHALLENGE TESTS 
AS WELL AS FOLLOWING THE ADMINISTRATION OF GLUCA
GON &IG 	 4HIS FINDING IS ALSO IN LINE WITH THE 
DESCRIBED MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES 7E CONCLUDE 
THAT EVEN WITHIN THE RARE ENTITY OF GLUCOSESENSI
TIVE INSULINOMAS WITH A NEGATIVE PROLONGED FAST A 
 )NSULINOMAS WITH A NEGATIVE FAST

CONSIDERABLE STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL HETEROGE
NEITY MAY BE ENCOUNTERED 4HE TUMOR OF PATIENT 
 EXHIBITED ALL CLINICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES 
OF HEALTHY βCELLS IE A NEGATIVE  H FAST AND 
A NEGATIVE !363 TEST )N CONTRAST SOME FOCI OF 
TUMOR CELLS IN PATIENT  WERE MORPHOLOGICALLY DIS
TINCT FROM NORMAL βCELLS IE DISCLOSED A POSITIVE 
STAINING FOR PROINSULIN IN THE PERIPHERY OF CELLS A 
FINDING CHARACTERISTIC FOR INSULINOMA )N COMMON 
WITH MOST INSULINOMAS DISTINCT FORM THE TUMOR IN 
PATIENT 	 THE TUMOR OF PATIENT  WAS RESPONSIVE 
TO CALCIUM DURING THE !363 TEST
4HE CENTRAL CLINICAL  ISSUE IN INSULINOMA PATIENTS 
TUMORINDUCED  HYPOGLYCEMIA  MAY  BE  VIEWED 
AT  LEAST  THEORETICALLY AS A PROBLEM OF DEFECTIVE 
GLUCOSE SENSING BECAUSE MOST OF THESE TUMORS DO 
NOT RELIABLY TURN OFF INSULIN SECRETION IN RESPONSE TO 
FALLING AMBIENT GLUCOSE CONCENTRATIONS DURING A 
FAST 3UCH A PARADIGM DID NOT HOWEVER ACCOUNT 
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOGLYCEMIA IN OUR TWO 
PATIENTS WHO FOLLOWING STIMULATION WITH CLASSICAL 
βCELL SECRETAGOGUES RELEASED ENORMOUS AMOUNTS 
OF INSULIN CAUSING HYPOGLYCEMIA 4HUS IN RESPONSE 
TO LOW AMBIENT GLUCOSE CONCENTRATIONS DURING THE 
FAST A NORMAL GLUCOSE SENSING OF THESE PARTICULAR 
TUMOR CELLS ALLOWED AN APPROPRIATE DOWNREGULATION 
OF INSULIN SECRETION RESULTING IN NEGATIVE PROLONGED 
FASTS )N CONTRAST QUALITATIVELY NORMAL BUT QUANTITA
TIVELY EXAGGERATED RATHER THAN DEFECTIVE GLUCOSE 
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